This study uses data from the 2009 Follow-up of Moroccan Vocational Training Graduates -Class of 2006 -to examine the labour market transitions between the states of employment, unemployment, and inactivity using a Markov chain approach. We estimate labour market transition matrix that is related by means of a multivariate logistic link to various variables. We find evidence that mobility patterns are fairly similar wich confirm The static nature of the Moroccan labour market. Gender, age, Regional unemployment rate and Training operator are observed to display significant effects on mobility patterns.
Introduction
The analysis of transitions between labour market states is crucial to understanding the complex phenomenon of unemployment. several attempts have been made to model labour mobility using Markov transition process. To name a few, Bosch and Maloney (2010) estimate a continuous time Markov process on panel data from Argentina, Brazil and Mexico. Fabrizi and Mussida (2009) estimate aggregate transition matrix to analyse flows between Italian labour market states and their determinants. Voicu (2002) analyzes the employment dynamics of urban residents in the Romanian labour market. Steiner and Kwiatkowski (1995) present an empirical analysis of labour force dynamics in Poland. In a more recent comprehensive studies, Tansel and Kan (2012) examine the mobility in the Turkish labour market whereas Emmanouilidi and Kyriazidou (2012) study the labour-market transitions of older persons in Britain. In this study, we propose a Markov chain approach allowing the estimation of the transition probabilities given specific characteristics.
This study uses data from the Follow-up of Moroccan Graduates -Class of 2006 -survey. For each graduate, a retrospective time calendar records the labour force status in each month during the three-year period following graduation, for a total of 37 months of observation. In order to examine the nature of labour mobility patterns, we estimate six multinomial logit models for six labor market transitions by adopting a number of characteristics as explanatory variables (Alvarez et al., 2008; Tansel and Kan,2012) .
The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. In the next section, we describe the methodology of Markov transition analysis. Results of Markov transition analysis are presented in Sections 3. Finally, Section 4 provides the concluding remarks.
We estimate the parameters by maximizing the likelihood function in two steps: A first step consists in initializing the parameters β and a second phase reserved to calculate the parameters using an iterative method.
Initialization:
We estimate the transition probabilities non-parametrically by calculating the ratio of all transitions from i to j to the number of transitions which
After, we set the initial estimator to be: β ln coefficients are set to 0 : β 0
Updates: Among a panoply of nonlinear optimization methods, we adopt the iterative method: Conjugate Gradient ''CG'' to calculate the parameters β. This method is applied to solve different types of nonlinear unconstrained optimization problems in engineering fields and nonlinear regression (Shewchuk, 1994) . The conjugate gradient method requires a memory capacity which is not enormous, and is characterized by strong properties of global and local convergence (Hager & Zhang, 2005) . The conjugate gradient method is based on the search for successive directions that are similar to an ellipse axes. Three various formulas of directions research are implemented: Fletcher-Reeves, Polak-Ribiere or Beale-Sorenson. In our case, we propose to apply the first formula.
Results
We report in table 1. the maximum likelihood estimators and their standard errors. It is noteworthy that regional unemployment rate is significant in the model. It represents the influence of exogenous macroeconomic or country-specific conditions in the individual labor dynamics. There is a positive effect of age in all the transitions. Females and graduates from public schools are more prone that men to move out of the labor market Inertia: I=1/3 trace (θ it measures the proclivity of the current employment state to perpetuate in time.
Give-up rate: Ab = θ / ( . is the probability for the unemployed that a transition to inactivity occurs before a transition to employment.
Net Outflow : π θ π θ is The difference between the proportion of the graduates who leave employment for inactivity and inactive graduates who succeed to get a job.
Reliability: R = θ /(1-θ The probability that a graduate move from inactivity to employment before being unemployed. We report In table 2. labour indicators. Activity rate is about 67% and unemployment rate is about 50%. We notice an important level of Inertia (about 40%). In the other hand the job reliability is about 50%. However, The net Outflow is around 3% and the give-up rate is about 50% which reflect the rigid nature of inactive state. these findings depict that the Moroccan labor market has a relatively static nature.
Conclusion
In this paper we examine the mobility in the labour market of Moroccan vocational training graduates. Results show that Regional unemployment rate is significant in the model and there is a positive effect of age in all the transitions.
